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Per a discussion and a request in a thread, I am officially releasing the theme used at 
MyWebResource

This theme is a revised version of the XOOPS 2.2.x Default theme, which is a revised version of
the XDT theme by ralf57.

Thank you ralf57 for laying down such an excellent foundation for a default theme! The flexibility
of this theme offers so many options for cutomization. With just a little imagination and time, you
can easily tweak this theme for virtually any application. This theme can easily be made to work
with XOOPS 2.0.x with very few modifications (frontside only).

The purpose behind this version is to address a few little issues with the XOOPS 2.2.x Default
theme that prevented the theme from displaying consistantly and to enhance compatibility with
800x600dpi screens. There are also some little tweaks I've added to enhance the theme's
appearance to better suite my tastes.

The theme itself is XHTML 1.0 Trasitional and CSS 2.0 Compliant; however, many modules will
break this compliance.

Breif summary of changes:
=========================
Changed page and header background images
Changed color scheme ever so slightly
Changed ul/li CSS for cleaner display
Changed META tags for better SEO (frontside only)
Added xoopscode/xoopsquote CSS hacks
Fine tuned Comments CSS to fix bugs and improve appearance
Integrated Page Load Time and SQL Query Statistics code into footer

Download Link: x22d Theme

EDIT: I've just added a XOOPS 2.0.x compliant version of this theme to MyWebResource.

Download Link: x20d Theme

Enjoy!

James
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